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TABLE 8

Tone Perturbation of Noun in Possessive Phrase*
(Tone of emphasized noun in left subcolumn; tone with emphasized possessor

in right subcolumn)
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which occurs stress group medially and finally. The distributional ^distinctive

feature basis for the distinctions between phoneme classes in Usarufa may
be summarized in chart form as in Table 9.

TABLE 9

Distinctive Features Distribution in Stress Group
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[wayanra/waysnra] 'white'

[Whm^liXemi] 'fire'

and [1] occurs only follaving [i] and following [9] if preceding acute vowel

phones or [a]:

[tilum:6] 'my liver'

[alibiing] a variety Gf sweet potato

[alaatiyo] 'Show himr

Finally [e] fluctuates vith [t] following acute phones and [r]:

[kaayare/kaayari] 'two'

[nanune/nsnuni] 'I will eat.'

[koiye/koiyi] 'He goes.'

[a] in all positions occurs only contiguous to [a]:

[naam:6] 'house'

[aararamra] 'his ear'

Nonvocalic phones occur within the stress group as demonstrated in Table 1 1

.

TABLE 11

Usarufa Nonvocalic Phones

Stress Group
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ships between phonemes and distinctive features more clearly than other

methods of presentation allow.

Grave * Acute

Consonantal

Vocalic r 9

\ Diffuse

a » Compact \

Figure 1 . Composite diagram for Solution I

3.2. Prosodic Features

Both solutions require three degrees of pitch or three contrastive tones.

Each syllable peak contains one of the three pitch features, high ( '), low

(unmarked), and falling ( ~). Stress may be considered a component of the
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Figure 2. Composite diagram for Solution II

pitch feature being conditioned by tone placement. 5 Each stress group con-

tains no more than one series of syllables with high and/or failing pitch.

Therefore a sequence high-low-high is not possible within the system.

5 A more definitive statement of the tone and stress features appears in Chapter

XII.
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Figure 3. Oppositional subclasses
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